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Full: Joey-Jazz Maria Willemijn Antonia Jacobijn Bakermans
First name: Joey Jazz
Date of birth: 06-02-2001

Havo N/G at Van Maerlantlyceum, Eindhoven — 2013-2018
Final exam year Havo N/G at VAVO College, Den Bosch -2018-2019
Activities:

HBO Propedeuse, Bachelor Interdisciplinary Arts, Art Academy Zuyd
Maastricht University —2020 to 2021
Activities:

WO Bachelor, Liberal Arts & Sciences, Main subject Philosophy, Politics and
Society Utrecht University —2022 to the present
Activities:

E-mail address

Address

Make music

Video editing

Painting

Hiking

Car refurbishment 

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Travelling

www.linkedin.com/in/joey
jazz-bakermans/

Cooking

- Debate team
- Making promotional videos for school

- Student council
- School newspaper (layout/editor)
- Organize activities, such as the Gala or the Open Day
- Fotojaarboekcommissie

- Designing websites for exhibitions in collaboration with museums
- Making promotional videos for school
- Networking and conducting interviews
- PR Team 

- Taking care of technology (Powerpoints, Excel Sheets, Word documents)

Secretary SympLAS (symposium committee Study Association Atlas)
UU student think tank (educational innovation and project-based
studying) 
Secretary in the board of study association Atlas

Board: function Secretary of study association Atlas—March 2023 to June 2024
Within the board of the Atlas study association, which is linked to my Bachelor's degree  Liberal Arts &
Sciences, I am responsible for the association's e-mail contact and the membership system, among 
other things. I also manage various topics such as our confidential contacts, the “How to deal with 
transgressive behavior” information sessions and I am the Vice-Commissioner for Education, which means 
that I am in close contact with the program committee and the study advisors.

Organizer Wellbeing Week Utrecht University — January 2023 to June 2023
As organizer of Utrecht University's Wellbeing Week, I and my colleague are working on 60 different workshops
that took place in the week of 8 to 17th May 2023. These workshops are in the context of wellbeing. Within this
position I was fully responsible for the collaborations with partners and the logistical challenges surrounding
the Wellbeing Week.
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NJR UN Youth Working Group Member —August 2021 to April 2023
Within the working group Imainly managed the social media channels (think of the layouts for 
posts, promoting posts and more), designed guest lectures and participated in the organization 
of events such as the Youth Café; a dialogue table where we discuss various current topics 
with young people.

SPRINT (NJR) —Feb. 2022 to June 2022
During NJR 's SPRINT trajectory I followed several masterclasses and did an internship at Stem 
Op Een Jongere. Here Ilearned alot about the organization and management of the 
foundation, fundraising and Iwas able to work together with other political youth.

Website Design —2019 to Present
I have been designing websites for along time. I also do alot with Social Media and Imake 
sure that the layout is always representative, intriguing and clear.

Ronald McDonald House volunteering —2019 to mid-2020
I worked as avolunteer at the Ronald McDonald House in Veldhoven for awhile. Here I was a
hostess, Imade sure everything was ready for the new guests and Imade sure that the entire 
building remained clean. I also did alot of administration.

 
Singer/Songwriter —2017 to Present
I've been writing songs for along time. Now I also help others write their songs.
Not always for afee, since this is simply something Ilike to do in addition to my other 
activities.

 
Jumbo, Boutenslaan Eindhoven —May 2017 to Sept. 2018
Function: Cashier and counter assistant

 
H&M, Eindhoven -June 2018 to August 2018
Function: Sales-Advisor (Summer job)

Internship Máxima Medical Center, Veldhoven —2016
In the third grade I did ashort internship with a stomach, intestinal and liver doctor. This was very 
educational and I learned alot about the procedures and administration in ahospital.
I was also allowed to go through their treatments with patients.

Things IWish I Knew project —Januari 2021 tot Juni 2021 
The 'Things I Wish I Knew' project was created by me and ateam of students during an 
assignment within my former education. The aim of the project was to create more representation 
about queer people of color. We did this in collaboration with the queer community in the 
Netherlands. I handled the interviews, storytelling and acquisition of any funds. In the end, we 
made a short film with a collection of stories from the queer community in the Netherlands.

Event Planner —2020 to Present
During my work as an event planner, Iam intensively involved with my clients, but also with the 
administrative work behind the scenes. Budgeting, taking minutes, making phone calls, 
managing appointments and site visits are abig part of my job.
In addition, I ensure the satisfaction of my clients by working discreetly and carefully during this 
busy, pleasant but sometimes stressful period in their lives. Among other things, I use my network 
to serve my clients in their
wishes.
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E-mail address

Strong communication skills

Representative

Fluent NL and EN

Creative

Improvisational talent

'Hands on mentality

Social

Openminded 

Discreet 

Knowledge of Word and Excel

Address

Machine Translated by Google
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